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1. Fact sheet 
 

 

 

 
[Logo of the territory] [Map of the territory] 

 

 

 

 
 

 

General information 
 

Name of the territory Northern and Western region, Ireland 

Date of application 7th April 2017 

Political endorsement The application is supported by: 
 

 
Prime Minister of Ireland 

Minister of State for Regional Economic Development. 

Cathaoirleach (Chairman) of the Northern and Western Regional Assembly 

All three Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) from our region 

Nine elected Local Authorities within the Northern and Western region 

Members of the National Parliament from our region 
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Regional data 
 

 
 

NUTS code  

II 

GDP/inhabitant (year) *  

€25,286 / pp (2014) 

Population 846,862 (2016) GDP growth rate (year) 5% (2014) 

Area in km2
 25,277 Unemployment rate (year) 9.7% (2015) 

Cohesion Policy category  More developed region Transition region Less developed region 

 

* As we are a NUTS II region productivity is calculated as GVA. 

 

 

 
 

Contact details 
 

 
 

Contact person  

Postal address Northern and Western Regional Assembly (NWRA) 

The Square 

Ballaghaderreen 

Co. Roscommon 

Telephone  

E-mail  

Website www.nwra.ie 

 

http://www.nwra.ie/
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The territorial EER strategy in a nutshell 

Please provide a brief synopsis of your EER strategy (including the added value of the EER award for your 

territory) in a maximum of 200 words. 

 

At the western edge of Europe, where our shared European Union meets the mighty North 
Atlantic Ocean, lies an agglomeration of thriving settlements, warm communities and vibrant 
ecosystems. Artists, traders and creatives have thrived in this region for millennia. Wild 
mythical landscapes and a rugged coastline have instilled a sense of resourcefulness, self-
sufficiency and inventiveness.  
 
The people of the Northern and Western region in Ireland have succeeded by transforming 
geographic adversity into economic advantage. Entrepreneurs throughout our region are 
working to provide advanced, green and technology driven solutions. Today, they are 
achieving an unprecedented level of entrepreneurial activity.  
 
Our young people see entrepreneurship as a career. Our region is stronger and more resilient 
as a result. What better preparation for Brexit and the challenges it may bring to a region that 
constitutes ninety per cent of Ireland’s 500 km border with Northern Ireland? 
 
As advocated by Michael Ring, T.D., Minister of State for Regional Economic Development in 
our promotional video < http://bit.ly/2p8CuSe >, the European Entrepreneurial Region 2018 
will highlight the innovation of entrepreneurship upon our traditional economic pillars of 
Marine, Tourism, Energy and Creative industries.  
 
During EER 2018, we will celebrate small business whilst promoting EU principles. 
 

 

How did you learn about 

the EER 2018 call? 

 CoR website  E-mail announcement from the CoR 

 EWRC  Announcement in CoR Plenary/Commission meeting 

 Other CoR event  Info table at CoR Plenary 

 Other (please specify): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/2p8CuSe
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Factsheet 

 
Ireland: 

 

Innovation-Driven Economy 

Population: 4.6 million   

GDP Per Capita: €43,906 

GDP: €255 billion (2015) 

SME Contribution to GDP: 47% 

 

The Northern and Western Region: 

 

8 Counties, 1 City 

36.2% of Ireland’s Landmass 

18.3% of Ireland’s Population 

14.6% of National Output 

 

Brexit 

 

The Northern and Western region constitutes over 90% of 

Ireland’s 500km land border with Northern Ireland.  

 

About the Northern and Western Regional Assembly: 

 

The Northern and Western Regional Assembly (NWRA) is headquartered in Ballaghaderreen, Co. 

Roscommon.  What we do: 

 

1. Regional Planning and Economic Development, including regional spatial and economic 

strategies aligned to Ireland 2040 - Ireland’s National Policy Planning Framework. 

 2. Competitiveness enhancement through delivery of the Regional Operational Programme. 

 3. Platform function for collaboration across our region. 

 

For more about the NWRA and our region, see:  http://bit.ly/2oC0voI  
 

Awards for the Northern and Western Region: 

 

 Coolest Place on the Planet (National Geographic) - Donegal 

Best Micro City in Europe for Economic Potential (Financial Times) - Galway 

Best Micro City in Europe for Business Friendliness - Sligo 

UNESCO City of Film - Sligo    Great Town of the Year - Galway 

European Capital of Volunteering 2017 - Sligo  European Region of Gastronomy 2018 

Friendliest City in the World 2015 - Galway  Purple Flag City 2015 - Westport 

Culture 21 Pilot City - Galway    Best Place to Live in Ireland - Westport 

Ireland’s Tidiest Town - Westport   EU Green Leaf 2017 - Galway 

European Capital of Culture 2020 - Galway    

 

 

http://bit.ly/2oC0voI
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Political Vision 

 
The Northern and Western Regional Assembly (NWRA) is applying to be awarded European 

Entrepreneurial Region (EER) 2018. Our bid is endorsed by An Taoiseach Mr. Enda Kenny, T.D., 

Prime Minister of Ireland and advocated by Michael Ring, T.D., Minister of State for Regional 

Economic Development in our promotional video < http://bit.ly/2p8CuSe >. 

 

Ireland values success in business and entrepreneurship. Unfortunately, past success was often tied 

to emigration; with emigration tied to economic difficulty at home. Historically, the peripheral 

Northern and Western regions accounted for many of Ireland’s emigrants and their later successes.  

 

The Eurozone Debt Crisis highlighted, once again, the vulnerability of Ireland’s regions to 

economic shocks and downturns. However, economic stabilization has been achieved and a 

gradual economic recovery is now spreading into the regions. Consequently, emigrants are 

returning with new skills, capital and young families. Many emigrants will return at an optimum 

time for their careers; all will ask themselves whether their aspirations can be realized locally. 

 

Our region is one of the most vibrant and creative places in the world. From family-run enterprises 

to innovative new technologies, entrepreneurship underpins the success of our communities and 

resilience of our people. Our aim in applying for this EER award is to recognise these initiatives 

and craft a vision for a region that is confident, resourceful and truly enterprise connected. 

 

There are six high technology clusters in our region: Medical Devices, Biopharmaceuticals, 

Chemical and Materials Processing, Computer Hardware Manufacturing, Software and 

Communications Services. The North Atlantic Ocean remains the dominant geographic influence 

and bestows enormous opportunities in Agriculture, Food, Tourism, Energy and Marine sectors. 

 

The Northern and Western region is home to the Best Micro City in Europe, Coolest Place on the 

Planet and Best Place to Live in Ireland. With new infrastructure funded through European 

investment, there is no better, safer or healthier place to live and work.  

 

At the Northern and Western Regional Assembly (NWRA), we work to coordinate public services 

regional investment, planning and infrastructure development across eight counties and one city. 

We view success as ensuring there is Resilience and Sustainability to life in Rural Ireland. We 

believe that further developing an industrious culture of entrepreneurship will help to achieve both. 

 

At the NWRA, we are managing our third Regional Operational Programme (ROP), which is a 

€320 million funding package from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the 

Irish exchequer. Funding is centred on research and innovation, small and medium sized 

enterprises, promoting a low-carbon economy and supporting integrated urban development 

 

Our region has a sophisticated network of Enterprise Development Agencies. LEADER companies 

work with social enterprises and the unemployed. Local Enterprise Offices are located in each of 

our eight counties and serve as a one-stop-shops for small business needs. Enterprise Ireland assists 

medium to large indigenous companies while IDA Ireland caters to foreign owned corporations. 

 

http://bit.ly/2p8CuSe
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This bid for European Entrepreneurial Region (EER) 2018 is supported by thirty State, Enterprise 

Development Agencies and educational institutions. We are putting entrepreneurs at the centre of 

our bid, which stands on our track record of nurturing and supporting entrepreneurs. Success will 

inspire new start-ups and strengthen our case for further public and private investment. 

 

At present, our region is creating an unprecedented level of entrepreneurial activity. Our young 

people see entrepreneurship as a career and our region is stronger and more resilient as a result. 

 

As European Entrepreneurial Region (EER) 2018, we will celebrate our region’s success in 

adopting the EU Small Business Act. We will promote Entrepreneurship as a career with in a 

region that succeeded in turning geographic adversity into economic advantage. Our EER 2018 

year will also highlight the innovation of entrepreneurship upon our traditional economic pillars 

of Marine, Tourism, Energy and Creative industries. 

 

Although economic indicators are largely positive, the spectre of Brexit looms. The Northern and 

Western region constitutes over 90% of Ireland’s 500 km long border with Northern Ireland. The 

EER 2018 award will help to enhance communication with our fellow entrepreneurs in Northern 

Ireland and launch our region to soar above the pitfalls of Brexit in 2019; towards our vision for 

the Northern and Western region of 2040: http://bit.ly/2oDhYMY  

 

St
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• Best Micro City in Europe, Best Place to Live in Ireland and the “Coolest Place on the Planet” can all be found in our 
region. Liveability is central to our region’s proposition to entrepreneurs. 

• Atlantic Ocean creates enormous opportunities, and potential for job creation, within Tourism, Energy and Marine 
sectors. Renewable energy resources (wave and wind) are particularly vast. 

• All 10 principles of the EU Small Business Act have already been implemented in Ireland; most in their entirety. 
• Start-up supports and growth pathways are well established, proven and clearly defined. 
• SME competitiveness is based upon an educated workforce, widespread e-Business usage, modern infrastructure, 

excellent business supports and extensive venture capital options. 
•  Climate Change response is incorporated in legislation. Waste recycling projects, electric vehicle charging point 

installation programmes, agri-business greening initiatives and an all-island energy grid project are underway. 
• National infrastructure (Roads, Rail and Air) is improving and Institutional Capacity is strong. 

 
W
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• Added Value Output is low as economy is rural, geographically remote and reliant on Primary Sectors. 
• Researchers and Advanced Graduates are fewer in number than national average. 
• Dispersed settlements are appealing to the public but make infrastructure provision difficult. 
• Economy was not resilient to face severe recession that began in 2008 and effects still persist. 
• Language skills education is poor, which restricts access to foreign and emerging markets. 
• Credit access remains a key barrier for Irish firms post-recession. 
• Construction sector remains weak post Eurozone Crisis. 
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•  Achieving critical mass by ongoing research specialisation, convergence with industry and amalgamated institutions. 
• Broadband market features high speed fibre, 4G mobile, subsea links and bulk operators but targeting access to 

tackle sub-regional imbalance will spur economic growth across the region. 
• Emerging markets offer scale and potential; from agri-foods to internationally traded services. 
• Marine, Energy and Tourism sectors offer great potential and benefit from a lower cost location. 
• Workforce can upskill via numerous re-training, small business grants and job creation schemes. 

 
Th

re
at

s 

• Brexit is a greater threat to our region than any other in Europe. Brexit will isolate sections of our region, inhibit 
everyday activity (including 30,000 daily commuters) and restrict access to our largest market and trading partner. 

• Brexit looms across the region, which undermines confidence. Cross border investment may be stalled. Currency 
values between the Euro and the British Pound are already fluctuating wildly. 

• Government faces continued fiscal pressure, squeezing funds for infrastructure and education. 
• SMEs remain weak post-recession and feature sub-regional disparities in performance. 

http://bit.ly/2oDhYMY
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Governance and Partnership 
 

The Northern and Western Regional Assembly (NWRA) has a long and proud history in managing 

EU structural funding for the Border, Midlands and Western regions of Ireland. In addition, we 

have led interregional collaborative (Interreg) projects for many years. Our organisation has the 

competence, experience and network to lead and successfully manage the EER 2018 award. 

 

Our programme of events for 2018 is certain to contribute meaningful support to our entrepreneurs. 

Entrepreneurs will be the key focus of our EER 2018 year. The NWRA will work with our 

stakeholders to ensure that it conforms to broader CoR goals including; the EU Small Business 

Act, Entrepreneurship 2020 and the EU Green Action Plan for SMEs. This will be achieved with: 

 

 Regionally dispersed events and actions by partner agencies 

 Feasibility studies, trade fairs and road shows 

 Postgraduate Diploma in European Studies, delivered to Chambers of Commerce 

 Role Models; People, Places, Products and Producers 

 

To date, we have already engaged with two past EER regions and anticipate engaging several more 

as part of our vision for a successful EER 2018 year. Mr. Enda Kenny T.D., An Taoiseach, Prime 

Minister of Ireland and Minister of State for Regional Economic Development, Mr. Michael Ring 

T.D., have given their political endorsement. One hundred and twenty letters of endorsement have 

followed from our MEPs, parliamentarians, LEADER groups, micro-enterprises and SMEs. 

 

The NWRA has assembled an impressive team of stakeholders (National, Regional, Local and 

Sectoral), many of whom work directly with entrepreneurs and microenterprises throughout our 

region on a daily basis. These stakeholders have shaped our bid.  In March 2017, the steering group 

for our EER bid met at NWRA Headquarters. The group included National Departments, State 

Agencies, Local Authorities and regional business leaders. As part of our EER 2018, we will 

formalise this steering group to meet on a quarterly bases. The group will govern and oversee the 

coordination of the NWRA’s EER 2018 year. Our EER 2018 stakeholder group is comprised of: 

 
1. Northern and Western Regional 

Assembly (NWRA) 

2 Department of Arts, Heritage, the 

Gaeltacht and Rural Affairs 

3. Enterprise Ireland 

4. IDA Ireland 

5. Galway County Council 

6. Galway City Council 

7. Roscommon County Council 

8.  Sligo County Council 

9. Mayo County Council 

10. Leitrim County Council 

11. Donegal County Council 

12. Cavan County Council 

13. Monaghan County Council 

14. Galway Local Enterprise Office 

15. Roscommon Local Enterprise Office 

16. Sligo Local Enterprise Office 

17. Mayo Local Enterprise Office 

18. Leitrim Local Enterprise Office 

19. Donegal Local Enterprise Office 

20. Cavan Local Enterprise Office 

21. Monaghan Local Enterprise Office 

22. Udaras Na Gaeltachta 

23. Sligo Chamber of Commerce 

24. Galway Chamber of Commerce 

25. Western Development Commission 

26. National University of Ireland, Galway 

27. Institute of Technology, Sligo 

28. Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology 

29. Letterkenny Institute of Technology 

30. WESTBIC
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4. Action Plan 

 
Ireland has taken a proactive approach to the Ten Principles of the EU Small Business Act (SBA). 

The country as a whole is well above average for Entrepreneurship, a 'Second chance’ for honest 

entrepreneurs and in the provision of 'Responsive administration.’ Further, Ireland ranks among 

the Top 3 countries in Europe for Single Market engagement and on ‘Skills and Innovation.’ 

 

Today, SMEs account for 99.8% of all enterprises in Ireland and employ more than 70% of people 

working in the private sector. All national stakeholders in Ireland acknowledge that progress in 

implementing the SBA has been substantial. In 2016, Ireland’s efforts were rewarded with a Top 

10 ranking on the Global Entrepreneurship Development Index of 137 countries. 

 

The annual Action Plan for Jobs implemented by the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and 

Innovation is the main strategic initiative that contributes to implementing the EU Small Business 

Act. This plan is supported by Regional Action Plans for Jobs, which comprise eight, regionally 

based, 5-year strategies for job growth, including: 

 

• €250 million in investment. 

• €150 million to help attract more multinationals to the regions like ours. 

• €100 million in competitive calls that target innovative and collaboration. 

 

Other key policies that contribute to SBA implementation include: 

 

• National Entrepreneurship Policy 

• Innovation 2020 strategy 

• National Skills Strategy 2025 

• National Policy Statement on Entrepreneurship in Ireland 2014 

• Strategy for Higher Education-Enterprise Engagement 2015-2020  

 

Government action has been widespread in ambition, yet focused in its aims. Between 2008 and 

2014, eleven significant measures were introduced to implement the Small Business Act.  

 

Measures taken at national level include financial support measures such as the Seed Capital 

Scheme and the Microenterprise Loan Fund, and Business Support measures such as mentoring 

schemes. There are over 170 different Government supports for Irish start-ups and small 

businesses. Steps have already been taken to ensure entrepreneurs know where to go for assistance. 

 

Each Local Authority in the Northern and Western regions has a Local Enterprise Office (LEO), 

which acts as ‘first-stop’ and ‘one-stop’ shops for local businesses. Numerous measures, including 

dedicated funding calls, have been introduced to support women entrepreneurs. 

 

In sum, Ireland has made significant progress towards implementing the EU Small Business Act 

with most principles already implemented in their entirety. Our European Entrepreneurial Region 

(EER) 2018 year will celebrate these achievements but seek to further promote entrepreneurship 

as a protection against the perils of Brexit in the coming years. 
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Our Action Plan charts our success to date but lists outstanding measures that are yet to be 

implemented. The Action Plan is constructed around the 10 Principles of the EU Small Business 

Act. Under each principle, we provide a brief overview, identify gaps and list the steps that we 

will take during 2018 to promote entrepreneurship and the EU Small Business Act. 

 

1. The EU and Member States should create an environment within which entrepreneurs and 

family businesses can thrive and entrepreneurship is rewarded.  

 

Early stage entrepreneurial activity is above EU average for both men and women. Established 

business ownership rates and opportunity-driven entrepreneurial activity shows some scope for 

growth. Entrepreneurship draws strong media attention and successful entrepreneurs are awarded 

with a higher social status than the European average. However, the degree to which school 

education helped develop entrepreneurial attitudes is lower than the European average. 

 

Significant resources are now being committed to fostering entrepreneurship among primary, 

secondary and third level students. Developing an enterprise culture among the student population 

is now an important area of responsibility for Ireland’s 31 Local Enterprise Offices. Every year, 

over 20,000 students participate in the various LEO supported programmes in the education sector.  

 

Educational Programmes include the Student Enterprise Awards (Third Level), Exploring 

Enterprise (Second Level) and Gnothach Enterprise Programme (Primary Level). A new targeted 

programme to encourage entrepreneurship among graduates was launched in May 2014. 

 

TARGET: Strengthening entrepreneurial education is important. If our entrepreneurs are 

to scale up and take their businesses global, strong language skills or access to staff with 

multiple languages will become essential.  To help our budding entrepreneurs’ access foreign 

and emerging markets, we must improve language skills in tandem with the drive for 

improvements in entrepreneurial education that was specified by Entrepreneurship 2020. 

 

DELIVERABLE: The European Commission launched the “Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs” 

initiative in 2008. The programme helps provide aspiring European entrepreneurs with the skills 

necessary to run a small business in Europe. The European Commission has officially appointed 

more than 150 Intermediary Organisations (IO) throughout the EU who act as local contact points.  

 

Currently, there is no Intermediary Organisation for entrepreneurs in our region. We aim to address 

this shortcoming. We will send our entrepreneurs abroad and attract European entrepreneurs to 

technology clusters in our region. Thus, helping to address local language skills shortages. 

 

2. The Member States should ensure that honest entrepreneurs who have faced bankruptcy 

quickly get a second chance. 

 

With the fasted insolvency procedure in the EU, Ireland is already a strong performer in the 

provision of second chances. The Insolvency Service of Ireland was established in 2013 and new 

debt settlement concepts have since been introduced. The Personal Insolvency Act (2012) and the 

Bankruptcy Act 2015 have significantly reformed insolvency law in Ireland. The period before an 

automatic discharge from bankruptcy occurs has been slashed from 12 years to 1 year.  
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TARGET: All of the EU SBA ‘Second chance’ measures are established in Ireland. However, 

further supports or measures are needed to help restarters get better access to finance. 

 

DELIVERABLE: Halo Business Angel Network (HBAN) is an all-island umbrella group 

responsible for the development of business angel syndicates. HBAN actively works to increase 

the number of angel investors involved in investing in early stage companies. In 2018, HBAN will 

continue to work to promote cross-border investment between our region and Northern Ireland. In 

2016, HBAN business angels across the island invested €13.5m into 50 companies. 
 

3. The EU and Member States should design rules according to the “Think Small First” 

principle by taking into account SMEs’ characteristics when designing legislation, and simplify 

the existing regulatory environment. 

 

The most burdensome constraint reported by SMEs across Europe is compliance with 

administrative regulations. Like their European partners and counterparts, Irish SMEs bear a 

disproportionate regulatory and administrative burden in comparison to larger businesses. 

 

The ‘Think Small First’ principle is intended as a guiding principle for all policy and regulation. 

It requires policy-makers to take SME interests into account at the early stages of the policy-

making process. Rules and regulations should be made simple and easy to apply. 

 

Most of the ‘Think Small First’ principles are already in place in Ireland. It is normal practice that 

legislation is subject to regulatory impact assessments and SME consultations. However, SME 

consultations should be formalised into dedicated SME tests. In addition, Irish businesses would 

benefit from the introduction of common commencement dates for new legislation. 

 

TARGET: Ireland has implemented the EU Small Business Act in almost its entirety. The 

Think Small First principle is in everyday use. Still, everyone must Think Small First, always.  

Today, Ireland has an overreliance on exchequer contribution form multinationals. 

However, 75% of new jobs come from SMEs and their contribution should be celebrated. 

DELIVERABLE: During EER 2018, we will promote cross-cutting regional and national 

campaigns backed by our elected Regional Assembly about ‘Thinking Small First.’ In the past, 

large manufacturing plants drove entire towns and employed generations of fathers and their sons. 

In the future, small micro-enterprises, remote networking arrangements, creative hot-houses and 

collaborative work spaces will become the norm. Our region is highly ameanable to such changes. 

4. The EU and Member States should make public administrations responsive to SME needs, 

making life as simple as possible for SMEs, notably by promoting e-government and one-

stop-shop solutions. 

 

Modern and responsive public administrations can make a major contribution to the success and 

growth of SMEs by saving them time and money. The Public Sector in Ireland is already highly 

responsive to SME needs. The cost of starting a business and the overall regulatory burden of 

doing business in Ireland are both lower than the EU average. The time it takes to pay taxes in 
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Ireland is among the shortest in the EU. Furthermore, government staff dealing with new and 

expanding companies are rated as being more competent and effective than elsewhere in Europe. 

 

TARGET: If an Irish business encounters a difficult legal hurdle, it is typically a one-off 

issue. The business may never face the problem again. For example, a legal issue relating to 

transfer of ownership. Government can help businesses to navigate through choke points.  
 

DELIVERABLE: An integrated licence application system, Licences.ie, was implemented and 

went ‘live’ online in 2015. The service was introduced to help Irish businesses identify which 

licences they are required to have and to simplify the process of obtaining them. All nine Local 

Authorities in the Northern and Western region will be fully active on the system in 2018 as part 

of our EER 2018 campaign to promote and implement the EU Small Business Act. 

 

5. The EU and Member States should adapt public policy tools to SME needs, facilitate 

SMEs’ participation in public procurement and better use State Aid possibilities for SMEs. 

 

SMEs face obstacles when participating in public procurement markets, which account for 16% of 

the EU GDP. However, the public procurement system is comparatively SME-friendly in Ireland. 

In fact, some 66 per cent of public expenditure went to SMEs in 2013. In total, The Irish State 

spends €8.5bn every year on goods and services. E-Tenders.ie serves as a single point of access 

for all Irish public sector procurement opportunities for both purchasers and suppliers. 

 

The Office of Government Procurement was officially launched in July 2013 and commenced 

operations in 2014. It operates as an office of the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform. 

One of the key priorities set out in the Public Service Reform Plan is to reduce costs and achieve 

better value for money through reform of public procurement. 

 

TARGET: All SBA principles in this area have been implemented. However, Brexit has the 

potential to undermine confidence and stall investment. Consequently, the public and private 

sector must work together to maximise opportunities and efficiencies. 

 

DELIVERABLE: MeetWest, the largest business networking event in the West of Ireland, brings 

together a wide range of companies from across our region.  Tailored one-to-one networking 

meetings allow these companies to make lots of connections in a short timeframe.  

 

MeetWest is organised by some of our Local Authorities working in collaboration. During our 

European Entrepreneurial Region 2018 year, we propose broadening the event to become 

MeetNorthWest 2018. We will invite and sponsor attendees from County Kerry and Northern 

Ireland in order to promote business linkages between three EER regions on the island of Ireland. 

 

6. The EU and Member States should facilitate SMEs’ access to finance and develop a legal 

and business environment supportive to timely payment in commercial transactions. 

 

Raising the right kind of finance can be a major difficulty for entrepreneurs and SMEs. Typically, 

it comes second after “administrative burdens” on their list of concerns. SMEs across the Continent 
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are often undermined by the late payment culture in Europe. One in every four insolvencies is due 

to late payment. This leads to the loss of 450 000 jobs and €25 billion every year. 

 

Ireland’s performance on SME access to finance is well in line with the EU average. The banking 

and finance sector is recovering strongly since the financial crisis that began in 2008.  

 

Ireland’s banking and finance sector has actually improved faster than other EU peers who faced 

similar difficulties.  Nevertheless, access to finance is still a major problem for some Irish SMEs. 

Rejected loan applications rates and unacceptable loan offers concerning SMEs are occurring over 

40 per cent less frequently elsewhere in Europe than in Ireland.  

 

Bankers’ hesitancies are easily understood as the effects of the financial crisis still linger. Bad debt 

as a percentage of turnover is almost double the EU average. Today, the cost of borrowing for 

small loans relative to large loans is almost twice the EU average; deposit interest rates are near 

record lows. However, Ireland’s financial crisis was tied to a downturn in largescale construction. 

 

Improving access to finance – lending in particular – has been the key focus of policy-making in 

Ireland, which has led to the implementation of 32 significant SME-related policy measures 

between 2008 and 2014. Equity financing remains strong. Venture capital availability and access 

to business angel funding is good with €522 million raised by Irish SMEs in 2015 alone.  

 

Irish SMEs must wait 24 days on average for payment, which corresponds favourably with an EU 

average of about 35 days – or over 100 days in some Member States. The Irish Government has 

been further tackling this issue and introduced a Payments Forum in 2015. There remains an 

ongoing drive to encourage a prompt payment culture in Ireland. 

 

TARGET: Too few people know that the European Union supports over 200,000 businesses 

each year through funding and financing arrangements. EU Funding is available for start-

ups, entrepreneurs and companies of any size or sector. A wide range of financing is also 

available in the form of business loans, microfinance, guarantees and venture capital.  

 

DELIVERABLE: During our EER 2018 year, the Northern and Western Regional Assembly will 

highlight EU support for small business in Ireland. Such action will increase awareness of EU 

support for Ireland but also signpost entrepreneurs towards potential funding avenues and streams.  

 

7. The EU and Member States should help SMEs to benefit more from the opportunities 

offered by the Single Market. 

 

The scale and accessibility of the Single Market is highly attractive to SMEs. Traditionally, Single 

Market access by SMEs has been impeded by language barriers and a lack of awareness about 

opportunities. Among the Ten Principles of the EU Small Business Act, Ireland has improved 

‘Access to the Single Market’ the most dramatically since the recession of 2008. 

 

Today, Ireland ranks well above the European average. In 2013, public contracts secured abroad 

by Irish SMEs, as a total value of all public contracts won, was over six times higher than the 

European average. Success has been achieved through targeted supports. For example, the 
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National Standards Authority of Ireland runs an SME portal, which provides SMEs with 

information on relevant standards that they must meet. 

 

TARGET: Greater awareness and engagement via the NWRA’s new Postgraduate Diploma 

in European Studies can boost our ability to access the EU Single Market. 

 

DELIVERABLE: The NWRA recently trialled our new Postgraduate Diploma in European 

Studies to help Local Authorities develop internal capacity to access EU funding and supports. 

The course comprises an intensive week-long, professional learning programme based in Brussels, 

training sessions in Ireland, and a practical component focused on participants’ day-to-day roles.  

 

The programme is accredited by the European Institute of Public Relations and recognised by the 

Leuven Institute for Ireland in Europe. In October 2016, 10 participants from Local Authorities 

and the Higher Education sector participated on the first programme organised in the region.  

Ireland’s two other Regional Assemblies have now joined the programme.  

 

Thirty five Expressions of Interest were accepted for the second cohort, which commences shortly. 

We will be supporting participants from Business Improvement Districts as well as Regional 

Assemblies and Local Authorities in this programme. Our third tranche will include participants 

from Chambers of Commerce across the Northern and Western Region. We believe this will give 

local business communities the skills they need to trade freely and collaborate across the EU. 

 

8. The EU and Member States should promote the upgrading of skills in SMEs and all forms 

of innovation. 

 

For many years, economists have recognised the power of SMEs in delivering innovation. 

Technological superiority of advanced economies is characterised by for-profit corporations 

conducting commercially orientated research within vertically disintegrated supply chains. Small 

companies further down the value chain specialise in specific components or services. Niche 

expertise and a sharp research focus delivers rapid and transformative innovation. Their output is 

channelled back up the supply chain from SMEs to world renowned multinational corporations. 

 

SMEs are clearly crucial in delivering innovation and growth. Ireland is among the Top 3 EU 

performers in this area and scores well above the EU average. According to the EU’s own reports, 

Ireland’s performance surpasses the EU average for almost all indicators. Although progress has 

been made in recent years, Ireland – like many competitive economies – must always strive to 

bridge the gap between the supply and demand for much sought after skills. 

 

The Strategy for Higher Education-Enterprise Engagement 2015-2020 aims to build effective 

partnerships to identify skills needs. A new network of nine regional skills fora 

(www.regionalskills.ie) was set up in 2015 as part of the government’s National Skills Strategy. 

 

TARGET: Every region must focus on its core strengths and comparative advantages. 

 
DELIVERABLE: The NWRA has launched a feasibility study for a Smart Region with the 

National University of Ireland, Galway. The Smart Region will include a Smart City and Smart 
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Rural Region. A key thematic priority will be SME competitiveness in partnership with our Local 

Enterprise Offices. The NWRA has also established a partnership with the Regional Skills Forum 

at the Department of Education and Skills to manage regional responsiveness to industry changes. 

 

9. The EU and Member States should enable SMEs to turn environmental challenges into 

opportunities. 

 

Climate change, dwindling energy supplies and sustainable development are key challenges for 

21st Century enterprises. Sustainable production methods, ethical supply chains and green business 

models are a must. Strong demand for environmentally friendly products from consumers is 

creating new business opportunities with 37 % of Irish firms now producing green products.  

 

TARGET: All environmental SBA measures are established in Ireland. The performance of 

Ireland’s SMEs in responding to environmental challenges mirrors the rates achieved across 

Europe as the EU positions SMEs to benefit from opportunities in the green economy.  

 

DELIVERABLE: The Green Action Plan follows on from the ninth principle of the EU Small 

Business Act. It gives a clear direction and framework for how the EU, in partnership with Member 

States and regions, intends to help SMEs exploit the business opportunities that the transition to a 

green economy offers. Its objectives were designed be implemented at European level. 

 

It is more important than ever to highlight EU achievements. For sixty years, Europe has opened 

new markets, sparked new opportunities and removed barriers for businesses. By implementing 

the Green Action Plan for SMEs, Europe is positioning its SMEs to conquer environmental and 

technical challenges of the future. Thus, ensuring a sustainable and prosperous future for all. 

 

During our EER year, we propose a campaign to highlight the opportunities presented by the green 

economy. Our campaign will be feature successful entrepreneurs who have turned environmental 

necessity into economic opportunity. Please take a moment to consider the following examples: 

 

Materials 

The Construction Products Regulations (CPR) came into effect across Europe on 1st July 2013. 

The CPR defines seven principles for materials that are to be used in civil engineering. These 

include provisions for protecting the environment and sustainable use of natural resources.  

 

Since 1st July 2014, it has become a legal requirement to CE Mark all structural steelwork. In 

order to be able to CE Mark their steelwork, contractors have to implement a certified Factory 

Production Control (FPC) system. Earlier this year, Mayo Local Enterprise Office ran awareness 

briefings by experts in the field for local businesses such as steel product fabricators. Businesses 

were made fully aware of these compulsory standards, which ensure customers receive a quality 

product. For more information see: https://www.nsai.ie/Steel-Fabrication-CE-Marking.aspx  

 

Storage Space 

A smaller industrial footprint is key to achieving environmental sustainability. One Irish company 

is helping companies gain up to 100% more storage space, which leads to a reduction of fleet sizes, 

emissions, operation cycle times, and handling and storages costs. Combilift is the world's first 

https://www.nsai.ie/Steel-Fabrication-CE-Marking.aspx
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engine-powered all-wheel-drive, highly maneuverable, multidirectional forklift. It is actually a 

combination of a forklift and side-loader. For more information see: http://www.combilift.com  

 

Recycling 

An award winning Irish company, based in our region, manufactures bottle crushers, bin 

compactors, vertical balers, and oil filter crushers. Their products reduce waste volumes by up to 

90% and significantly reduce overall waste disposal costs. The company, PEL, is adept at 

producing bottle crushers with particularly strong green credentials. PEL bottle crushers are 

engineered to crush glass to the size of a cullet; approximately 8 mm. Crushed glass fragments 

smaller than a cullet are considered fine dust and unsuitable for recycling. Instead, this waste is 

sent to landfill and spends hundreds of years decomposing. See:  http://www.pelmfg.ie  

 

Agriculture 
In 2012, one leading Irish company made a remarkable environmental contribution within the 

agricultural sector. McHale, an agricultural machinery manufacturer, also managed to halve 

operational costs for its customers in the process. By introducing its revolutionary Fusion 3 

Integrated Bailer Wrapper, McHale integrated its bailer harvester and preserve wrapper machines 

for animal fodder. Instead of running multiple diesel burning, carbon emitting tractors at harvest 

time, agricultural contractors in Ireland and McHale’s customers in over 50 countries now operate 

a single machine. For more information, see: http://www.mchale.net  

 

10. The EU and Member States should support and encourage SMEs to benefit from the 

growth of markets outside the EU, in particular through market-specific support and 

business training activities. 

 

The EU Small Business Act notes that trade barriers have a greater impact upon SMEs than on 

larger companies. Smaller firms have limited resources and lower capacity to absorb risks. To be 

able to access these markets, SMEs need assistance in getting information on potential partners 

and opportunities in other markets. They also need advice on regulation and cultural barriers. 

 

TARGET: Brexit will pose serious challenges to our region like no other in Europe. However, 

in spite of potential trade barriers, we mustn’t turn our backs on the UK economy. Britain 

is an immensely important market. Consequently, we must work through our differences.  

 

DELIVERABLE: Local Authorities in the Northern and Western region have partnered to 

develop the Ireland West International Trade Center (IWITC) in Providence, Rhode 

Island: http://irelandwesttradecentre.com . The project follows their successful partnership and 

equity investment in Ireland West Airport Knock (IWAK). In a spirit of friendship and mutual 

support, the IWITC will invite businesses from EER regions County Kerry and Northern Ireland 

to become client companies, join delegations to the U. S., and participate in training programmes. 
 

The IWITC is one hour from Boston and 2–3 hours from New York City – amid one of the richest 

economic corridors in the world and minutes from Norwegian Airlines’ new low cost base at T.F. 

Green Airport. The center provides virtual office space, showcasing and meeting rooms. Over 80 

micro-enterprises and small businesses are already registered as client companies. 

 

http://www.combilift.com/
http://www.pelmfg.ie/
http://www.mchale.net/
http://irelandwesttradecentre.com/
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Communication Plan 
 

The Northern and Western region’s application to become a European Entrepreneurial Region in 

2018 aims to celebrate our enterprising culture over the recent past. Moreover, it will set out a 

framework that will stimulate and further support enterprise activity across the region through 

tailored actions aligned to key Principles of the EU Small Business Act. If successful, the NWRA 

will ensure the execution of an effective EER 2018 Communication Plan that comprises of: 

 

 Project Video – As part of our bid for EER 2018, the NWRA commissioned the development 

of a video highlighting the many Entrepreneurs throughout our region. 

 

 Launch – The NWRA will launch the EER 2018 at a Regional Conference to be attended by 

both Stakeholder, Entrepreneurs and the regional/national media. 

 

 Website / Social Media – Website Development will be conducted by the in-house expertise 

of the NWRA. We will provide a modern and interactive project website explaining the EER 

2018 and its activities. It will publicise the results and achievements as they emerge. In addition 

the NWRA will manage EER 2018 channels on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram. 

Social media coverage will feature a broad range of start-ups from diverse promotors. 

 

 Picture and Image Library – Such a library will be maintained and regularly updated. All 

resources of relevant materials will be maintained and management by the NWRA. 

 

 Exhibition Materials – Literature that promotes and explains the EER 2018, including pull-

up displays, will be commissioned and brought to events and displayed in the NWRA offices. 

 

 Internal Communications – Engagement and meetings between Stakeholders as required. 

 

Pre-Bid Preparation 

 

The Northern and Western Regional Assembly began communicating its intentions to be awarded 

European Entrepreneurial Region (EER) 2018 in January 2017. The Irish Prime Minister’s office 

was notified of our plans in February 2017. Over one hundred and twenty organisations ranging 

from state agencies, and Local and Regional authorities to micro-enterprises and multinational 

corporations provided written support for our bid. The NWRA hosted a launch of our EER 2018 

bid in March 2017. Michael Ring, T.D., Minister of State for Regional Economic Development 

endorsed the application and spoke at our event. See: http://bit.ly/2p8CuSe  

 

Planning for the EER 2018 Jury Visit is already well underway. The NWRA is looking forward to 

showing the jury a vibrant urban lifestyle in Galway; surrounded by thriving rural communities. 

 

EER Logo 

 

The European Committee of the Regions (CoR) will be promoted at all events throughout the year. 

The European Entrepreneurial Region Logo will be displayed on Local Authority publications and 

http://bit.ly/2p8CuSe
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websites along with those of Local Enterprise Offices and Higher Education Institutes within the 

Northern and Western region. The EER logo will feature as a ‘Twibbon’ as part of online activity. 

 

Our EER 2018 year will celebrate Europe’s role in transforming our region through sustained 

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) investment. The NWRA, through its role as 

Managing Authority of the BMW Regional Operational Programme (ROP), has a wealth of 

experience in ensuring compliance with the European regulations on Information and Publicity. 

 

Targeting of Key Groups 

 

During EER 2018, we will target the key groups of women, rural communities and Irish emigrants. 

 

Women 

International Women’s Day 2018 will fall on Thursday, 8th March 2018. The day coincides with 

Ireland’s Local Enterprise Week. In 2017, there were almost 400 events held around Ireland to 

promote local enterprise. In 2018, all eight Local Enterprise Offices in the Northern and Western 

region will arrange an itinerary of International Women’s Day events promoting entrepreneurship. 

 

Emigrants 

Ireland West Airport Knock has positioned itself as a driver of growth in the region. In turn, seven 

Local Authorities have invested in the airport by securing an equity stake. The Ireland West Airport 

Knock has agreed to join the European Entrepreneurial Region 2018 stakeholder group. Each year, 

almost 1 million people travel through the IWAK. Most have strong familial connections to the 

surrounding locality. At Easter and during the month of December 2018, Local Development 

Agencies will staff an outreach clinic in the arrivals hall of Ireland West Airport Knock.  

 

Our aim will be to advise passengers transiting through the airport about the exciting opportunities 

and supports for entrepreneurs in the region. Such a strategy has been tried successfully before. 

The Irish health service, strategy firm Accenture and the Big Four accountancy practices KPMG, 

PwC, EY and Deloitte run annual Christmas recruitment campaigns targeting Irish expats coming 

through our airports. Together, these organisations have recruited hundreds of staff in this way.  

 

Rural Communities 

The National Ploughing Championships attracts over 283,500 people over 3 days. It is Europe’s 

largest outdoor agricultural trade exhibition. The Northern and Western Regional Assembly will 

fund a large European Entrepreneurial Region 2018 exhibition stand and will: 

 

 Promote the EU Small Business Act. 

 Showcase the success of the EER 2018 year. 

 Highlight Committee of the Region’s support for Ireland’s regions.  

 Include an agri-food business awards ceremony and feature agri-food business successes. 

 Advise on EU finance and funding supports. 

 

We are committed to launching the our EER 2018 Action Plan for each of the 10 Principles of the 

EU Small Business Act, across all nine Local Authorities in the region. Communities throughout 

the Northern and Western region will play an active part in European Entrepreneurial Region 2018. 


